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Abstract

We look for instanton solutions in a class of two scalar field gravity models, which includes the low energy string action
in four dimensions. In models where the matter field has a potential with a false vacuum, we find that non-singular
instantons exist as long as the Dilaton field found in string theory has a potential with a minimum, and provide an example
of such an instanton. The class of singular instanton solutions are also examined, and we find that depending on the
parameter values, the volume factor of the Euclidean region does not always vanish fast enough at the singularity to make
the action finite. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 98.80.Cq

1. Introduction

w xIn a fascinating letter, Hawking and Turok 1
have recently discovered a new instanton solution
which they argue corresponds to the nucleation of a

w xUniverse undergoing a period of open inflation 2 ,
independent of the need for a period of false vacuum
dominated inflation. Although the interpretation of
the result has been questioned by a number of au-

w xthors 3,4 , the fact that the instanton solution exists
w xhas generated a great deal of excitement 5–8 .

The instantons, which are non trivial solutions to
the euclidean equations of motion, are interpreted as
the spontaneous quantum nucleation of a spacetime
with some distribution of fields defined on it whose

1 E-mail: p.m.saffin@sussex.ac.uk.
2 E-mail: anupamm@star.cpes.susx.ac.uk.
3 E-mail: E.J.Copeland@sussex.ac.uk.

future evolution is determined by the analytic contin-
uation of the euclidean solution. A natural definition
of cosmic time coincides with moving from one
hyperbolic spatial section to another which leads to
the interpretation of the solution as an open universe
emerging from quantum tunneling.

Previous studies of instanton solutions possessing
Ž . w x Ž . w xeither O 4 , 9 or O 5 , 10 invariances have as-

sumed a constant gravitational coupling. Although
today there exist tight constraints on the allowed
spatial and temporal variation of Newtons constant
w x11 , these constraints could have been relaxed in the
past. In other words we know that Einstein’s theory
of gravity is an effective theory, and the correct
theory could well have allowed for the evolution of
the fundamental coupling constants. In this letter we
treat the gravitational coupling to matter as one such
dynamical variable. Such theories have been well

w xstudied 12 and are known as scalar-tensor theories.

0370-2693r98r$ - see front matter q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Among the variants is the Jordan, Brans and Dicke
Ž . w xJBD theory 12 which treats the coupling of a
scalar field to the metric as a constant. Perhaps of
greater significance though is the fact that the gravi-
tational lagrangian inspired by low energy effective

w xaction for bosonic string theory 13 can also be
regarded as a variant, where here the coupling con-
stant determines the strength between the dilaton and
graviton degrees of freedom. It is certainly worth
while investigating the role of the Dilaton field in
determining the corresponding Instanton solutions.

In this letter, we shall show that the presence of a
varying dilaton field, can lead to both singular and
non-singular instantons. Moreover we shall see that
depending on the parameters of the model, unless we
invoke a potential in the dilaton sector the euclidean
action may become divergent.

In Section 2 we consider the form of the gravita-
Žtional action in the Einstein frame of reference re-

lated to the string frame by a conformal transforma-
.tion and detail the type of solutions we shall be

investigating, based on an ansatz for the metric and
field distributions. We present an argument which
describes how regular bubble solutions are expected
to exist when the matter field possesses a metastable
vacuum, and show that in this case the dilaton is
required to have a potential of its own which has
some minimum. In Section 3 we address the poten-
tially singular behaviour of the instantons and show

Žthat the euclidean action can be well defined for
.singular instantons or divergent depending on the

values of the parameters in the model being looked
at. This is then discussed in the context of instantons
arising out of string theory.

2. The model

The starting point of our analysis will be the
action given by

1 214 'Ss d x yg y Rq =fŽ .H 222k

21 yg kf ybkfq e =s ye V s yU f ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2

1Ž .

where k 2 '8p G and G is Newton’s constant. By
choosing specific values for b and g we return to

w xsome more familiar models 14 . In particular, f is
related to the Brans-Dicke field in the JBD model or
the dilaton in the low energy, dimensionally reduced
superstring case. Here we shall refer to f as the
dilaton and s as the matter field. As is common
practice in finding instantons we restrict our atten-
tion to solutions of the euclidean equations of motion

Ž .which have an O 4 symmetry. That is to say, we
impose a euclidean metric of the form

22 2 2 2 2ds sdj qb j dc qsin c dV 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2

and require that the fields f and s depend only on
the radial coordinate j . By doing this we will of
course miss solutions, but this ansatz has the quality
that instantons with this symmetry are expected to
have the lowest euclidean action, although this has

w xonly been proved for the flat space case 9 . The field
equations and gravitational constraint for the eu-
clidean action are found to be

bX EU
XX X X1 yg f 2 ybff q3 f sy g e s ybe V s q ;Ž .2b Ef

3Ž .

bX E V
XX X X X yŽ byg .fs q3 s sgfs qe ; 4Ž .

b Es

X X X1 1 12 2 2 ygf 2b s1q b f q e s3 2 2

ybfye V s yU f , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .

where f
X 'dfrdj etc, and we have rescaled the

functions and coordinates by k to remove it from the
problem. These equations may be used to generate

Ž .the second order evolution equation for b j

XX X X1 2 ygf 2 ybfb rbsy f qe s qe V s qU f .Ž . Ž .3

6Ž .

Ž .From this we see that b j is convex as the right
Ž .hand side of Eq. 6 is negative semi definite. Taking

Ž .b j as positive in the region of interest shows that
it will vanish at two points, it then looks like a
deformed sine function with a maxima at some j ,max

Ž .meaning that Eq. 2 represents a deformed four
Ž .sphere. The vanishing of b j then occurs at the

4 Ž .poles of this deformed S and are denoted by j s0S
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and j . If we want to find regular finite solutions toN
Ž . Ž .Eqs. 3 – 5 then the boundary conditions must be

XŽ . XŽ . XŽ . XŽ .such that f j sf j s0 and s j ss jN S N S

s0, otherwise the bXrb term will generate a diver-
Ž .gent solution. Applying this condition to f j we

see immediately that without a dilaton potential,
Ž . Ž .U f the right hand side of Eq. 3 is negative

semi-definite and so as we evolve from j s0 thisS
Ž .drives f j™j ™y`. The limiting behavior atN

this singular point leads to a curvature singularity
and, depending on the value of b , can also cause the
euclidean action to diverge unlike the instantons

w xconsidered by Hawking and Turok 1 . If we are to
find instantons with non singular profiles then we

Ž .take V s to have a local minima at ss0 and
global one at ssh. We have seen that f must have

Ž .a potential, but does this mean that if U f exists we
can find an instanton? Fortunately, as we will now

Ž .show, U f can be fairly generic. Following Cole-
w x Ž . Ž .man 15 , we consider Eqs. 3 – 5 as representing

two particles, S and F with positions f and s

Ž .moving in their respective potential wells yU f

Ž .and yV s with some coupling to each other and a
bX

damping term 3 , which actually becomes antib

damping when j)j .max

The potentials that the particles move in are repre-
sented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The idea now is to find

Ž . Ž .values for f js0 and s js0 which will satisfy
the boundary conditions at the poles. To analyze the
problem we look for a self consistent set of profiles.
Start by assuming that a regular profile exists for

Ž .Fig. 1. yV s .

Ž .Fig. 2. yU f .

Ž .f j and look at the matter field s . The s ’par-
Ž .ticle’, S begins at s js0 ss with zero velocityi

Ž .and it rolls down the potential yV s . At jsj itN

is required to have stopped, which will take an
amount of time determined by the shape of the

Ž .potential. If S starts too close to s js0 sh then
it can remain almost stationary up to j when themax

anti damping term takes hold and pushes s to minus
infinity, representing an overshoot solution. In order
to make S have a turn around point before j thenN

S must start further from h, and if it starts just
above s then it will turn around in a timescale

)

Ž .governed by the harmonic oscillations due to yV s

around s . So in fact, depending on the nature of
)

the potential, non trivial solutions may not exist if
the harmonic oscillator timescale is longer than j yN

j , in which case the only instanton solution thenS

available to us is the analogue of the Hawking Moss
w xInstanton 10 where the fields are constant,

sss ; 7Ž .
)

EU
ybf

) <be V s s ; 8Ž . Ž .f
)

)Ef

b j sHy1 sin Hj ; 9Ž . Ž . Ž .
12 ybf

)H s e V s qU f . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .
) )3

In this case the metric represents that of an exact S4,
so that the symmetry of this solution is extended

Ž . Ž .from the assumed O 4 to O 5 . If we are in the
situation where harmonic oscillations are faster than
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Ž .the b j timescale then there will be a value, s -
)

XŽ .s -h, such that s j s0. Turning our attentioni N

to the particle with position f, F , we assume that
Ž .s j has a regular form and then roll F in its

background. The forcing terms for F on the right
Ž .hand side of Eq. 3 consist of the first two terms

driving F in the negative direction and a potential
term which depends on the position of F . If we
consider the potential shown in Fig. 2 then by start-

Ž .ing f js0 s0, all the terms force f negative
Ž .causing f jsj ™y`. This is the undershootN

solution. By starting F sufficiently large and posi-
tive, the potential term can always dominate the

Ž .other forces so that f jsj ™q`, the overshootN

solution. It should then be clear that in between the
overshoot and undershoot regimes there is a case

Ž .where f j remains finite. To obtain a qualitative
Ž .picture of the form for f j we note that if the

negative forcing terms dominate at the start, they
always dominate, so that initially we must have
Ž .f j increasing from f through to some maximai

where the negative driving terms finally become
Ž . Ž .important and reduce f j to end up at f jsjN

sf . We have numerically evolved the set of Eqs.f ' 'Ž . Ž .3 – 6 for the specific choice of bs2 2 , gs 2
Žwhich corresponds to f being the dilaton of the

w x.dimensionally reduced superstring action 14 and a
quadratic potential for f. The resulting profiles are
shown in Fig. 3 and confirm the heuristic arguments

Fig. 3. Numerically evolved profiles for a regular dilaton, matter
field instanton.

given above. This is encouraging as it appears possi-
ble to obtain finite instanton solutions for a range of
initial conditions arising from the low energy string
action.

3. Finite and singular Euclidean actions?

One of the key results from Hawking and Turok
was that the singular behavior of the tunneling mat-
ter field does not necessarily imply a divergent Eu-

w xclidean action 1 . With this in mind we should not
restrict our attention to finite Instanton configura-
tions, and so we now consider the analogue singular
solutions in the presence of the Dilaton. As we are
no longer requiring regular field profiles then the
potential for s no longer needs the rather specific

w xform of a tunneling potential. In 1 the authors
Ž .investigated a model which corresponds to Eq. 1

where fs0. They concluded that the resulting pro-
files for s and b would have finite action, even
though s itself diverges. This is because the volume

3Ž .factor b j suppresses the divergences in the inte-
grand. By keeping the f field we have obtained

Ž . Ž .numerical solutions to Eqs. 4 – 6 which can lead
to either finite or divergent actions depending on the
parameters b and g , a result which on the face of it
seems to go against the spirit of the rather general

w xarguments presented in 1 . However, our result can
be traced back to the presence of exponentials in the
equations of motion. Indeed we can see how the

w xinclusion of such terms in the model of 1 may also
lead to a divergent action. To see this we drop f

from the model and consider the nature of the singu-
larity at j . It is expected to be dominated by theN

Žderivatives of the profiles backed up by numerical
.results , so that we quickly arrive at,

2r3's j™j ™ ln jyj ; 11Ž . Ž . Ž .N N

1r3b j™j ™ jyj . 12Ž . Ž . Ž .N N

The euclidean action is given by S se
2 3Ž . Ž .y2p Hdj b j V s , such that its integrand for an

Ž . Ž .exponential potential V s sexp yAs , rather than
1yA 2r3'power law, becomes j . For this to be inte-
'grable we require 1yA 2r3 )y1, corresponding
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'to A- 6 . As mentioned earlier, a detailed numeri-
cal analysis of the system of evolution equations has
borne out this inequality.

What is the potential significance of this result? In
low energy effective actions of string theory, the
dilaton naturally has an exponential type potential
when non perturbative features such as gaugino con-

w xdensates are included 16 . It could be that the only
Ž .allowed instanton solutions i.e. finite action are

those that correspond to non singular profiles, which
in turn require the introduction of a tunneling field.
An analysis of the singularity in the model with both
a dilaton f and matter field s leads to a similar
conclusion only this time the inequalities for the
constants b and g depend on the nature of the

Ž . Ž .potentials V s , U f . In particular, the values cor-
responding to the low energy superstring effective

'action of bs2 2 and gsbr2 require a tunneling
potential for s as the divergence of the profiles is
too strong to be suppressed by the behaviour of the
scale factor.

As far as the future evolution of the fields are
concerned we do not consider the details here, they

w xmay be found elsewhere 1,6,17 . The main principle
Ž .to note is that the metric Eq. 2 can be analytically

continued to a lorentzian metric, along a slice of the
instanton where the metric is stationary, which then
becomes the nucleated spacetime. The form of the
spacetime clearly depends on how we choose to slice
the instanton but we shall not consider this here,

w xrather we refer the reader to the literature 1,5,6,17 .
The analytically continued metric turns out to have
singularities where the scale factor vanishes how-
ever, the only curvature singularity occurs for those
cases where the north pole of the divergent instanton
is included in the instanton slice. The other singulari-
ties of the metric turn out to be only coordinate
singularities and the spacetime may be extended
through them. One important aspect of this work is
related to stabilizing the dilaton. If we are to take the
value for b and g as predicted by the low energy
limit of superstring theory, then the singular instan-
tons appear to be too singular to actually nucleate as
their action diverges. This implies that we are only
allowed the regular instantons which, by the above
arguments, will lead to a dilaton profile nucleated
near its minimum and allow for the dilaton to be
stabilized with a finite vacuum expectation value.

4. Conclusions

We have looked at a model of gravity which
contains both the low energy, dimensionally reduced
superstring action and the JBD theory. We have
found that in the Einstein frame, regular instanton
profiles exist for a class of dilaton potentials which
possess a minimum when the matter field has a
tunneling potential. Moreover, if the dilaton has no
potential this will lead to instantons with divergent
profiles. The finiteness of the euclidean action of
such solutions then depends on the parameters and
potentials appearing in the specific model. The main
interest of these results lies in the superstring effec-
tive action, where a dilaton field arises naturally and

'the parameters asbr2s 2 cause the euclidean
action to diverge, an effect observed both numeri-
cally and using an analysis similar to the one given
in the text. The outcome is a potentially new method
of stabilising the dilaton.
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